American Butterflies Back Issues

Unlisted issues are sold out. All items are subject to prior sale and all prices are subject to change.
(updated 4/20/2006)


Vol. 3, No. 3 - Fall 1995. Our Role in Conservation; Butterflies by the Bay: Winners and Losers in San Francisco's Urban Jungle; Butterfly Conservation in Britain; Must Butterflies Die for the Gypsy Moths' Sins?; The Little Bluestem Meadow, Part 2: How to Restore, Plant, and Manage a Backyard Meadow; NABA Butterfly Artist of 1995; California Lilacs.

Vol. 3, No. 4 - Winter 1995. NABA's Growing Vision; Destination: Ocala NF; Traversing the Checkrboard of Restore, Plant, and Manage a Backyard Meadow; NABA Butterfly Artist of 1995; California Lilacs.

Vol. 3, No. 4 - Winter 1999. Not Rotten to the Core: Butterflies of the Big Apple; Bring Sunshine Yellow to Your Garden with Florida Cassias; Life Styles: Red-spotted Purple; Butterfly Video Reviews; NABA Artist of 1997; Butterfly Basics: Photography for Non-photographers; Book Reviews.

Vol. 6, No. 4 - Winter 1998. Salt, Sex, and the Single Butterfly; Bog-Trotting for Butterflies in Northern WI; Destination: Pine-Oak Barrens in Central Jackson Co., WI; Violets of the East; Photography Contest; Lifestyles: Nabokov's Satyr; Book Review; Art.

Vol. 6, No. 4 - Winter 1999. You Can Make a Difference; Destination: Spring Mountains, Nevada; NABA Members' Meeting, Part 1: A Journal; NABA Members' Meeting, Part 2: A Report from the Front; The Florida Keys: A Paradise Endangered; Gaea Gardener: Deerweed; Taxonomists: Red-banded, Orange-tipped, and Violet-patched; Art of the Butterfly. (Supply extremely limited)


Vol 7, No. 3 – Fall 1999. I’ll Vouch for That Sighting; Nabokov’s Rainbow; Butterflies Go with the Flow; Atlantic Coast Monarch Migration; NABA Butterfly Park; Go Get Set on Your Marks: Checkered-Skippers. Part 1; NABA Artists Contest; Book Review: *Peterson Field Guide to Western Butterflies*; Lifestyles: Desert Orange-tip.

Vol 7, No. 4 – Winter 1999. Destination: The Arizona White Mountains; Save the Regals – Now!; Tropical Butterfly Farms and Conservation; Satyr-Eyes; The First Chase Butterfly; Taxonomists; Book Review: *How to Spot a Butterfly*.

Vol. 8, No. 2 – Summer 2000. The Name Game; Destination: The North Carolina Sandhills; Public Panic over West Nile Virus; Go Get Set on Your Marks: Acadian, California and Sylvan Hairstreaks; The Many Joys of Dragonflying; Blueberries, Bumblebees and Butterflies; Groundbreaking for NABA Butterfly Park; Taxonomists: You Are What You Ate; Book Reviews; Art of the Butterfly.

Vol. 8, No. 3 – Fall 2000. Butterflies and National Parks; NABA Members’ Meeting, Part 1: A Personal View; NABA Members’ Meeting, Part 2: A Report from the Gardens; Eyeing Greater Fritillaries; A Charette for NABA Butterfly Park; Destination: Great Basin National Park; Photo Contest; Autumn Nectar in the Pacific Northwest; Lifestyles: Silver-spotted Skipper.

Vol. 8, No. 4 – Winter 2000. Butterfly Releases: Action You Can Take; Definitive Destination: The New Jersey Pine Barrens; Seeing the World Through Butterfly Eyes; Meet the Butterflies: Harry LeGrand; Mitchell’s Satyricon; Photographic Equipment for Butterflies; Art of the Butterfly; Taxonomists Just Wanna Have Fun: Butterflies of the Underworld.

Vol 9, No. 1 – Spring 2001. The NABA Checklist; Definitive Destination: Big Bend National Park, Texas; Legal Immigrants; Spring Nectar in Florida; Valeriana Skipper: How its Scientific Name Changed; Art of the Butterfly; Book Reviews; The Pipe-dream Project; Lifestyles of the Scaled and Beautiful: Pipevine Swallowtail.
Number of copies Vol. 3, No. 3 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 3, No. 4 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 4, No. 1 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 5, No. 1 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 5, No. 3 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 6, No. 1 ___ copies x $15/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 6, No. 3 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 6, No. 4 ___ copies x $15/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 7, No. 1 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 7, No. 3 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 7, No. 4 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 8, No. 2 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 8, No. 3 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 8, No. 4 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 9, No. 1 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 9, No. 2 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 9, No. 3 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 9, No. 4 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 10, No. 1 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 10, No. 2 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 10, No. 3 ___ copies x $3/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 10, No. 4 ___ copies x $15/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 11, No. 1 ___ copies x $15/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 11, No. 2 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 11, No. 3 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 11, No. 4 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 12, No. 1 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 12, No. 2 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 12, No. 3 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 12, No. 4 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 13, No. 1 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 13, No. 2 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______
Number of copies Vol. 13, No. 3 ___ copies x $6/copy = $______

NABA Checklist & English Names ___ copies x $5.00/copy = $______
Enjoying Butterflies More ___ copies x $5.00/copy = $______
Program for Butterflies Gardens and Habitats ___ copies x $4.00/copy = $______
(please note that you can download this brochure for free from our web site)

Subtotal = $______

Postage and Handling ($2.00 for first item + $1.00 for each additional item) = $______
Butterflies of Alberta ___ books x $29.95/book = $______
Postage and Handling for books (weight is 4 lb. each) ($8.00 for first book + $3.00 each additional) = $______
Total Enclosed = $______

Please send to:
Name ____________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________
City, State and Zip ____________________________________________
Country ____________________________________________

Mail this form with your check, payable to NABA, in U.S. dollars, to:
NABA, 4 Delaware Rd., Morristown, NJ 07960